
CUSTOMISED DESIGNS02 REFRIGERATED COUNTERS

Guideline for pricing
The following elements can be combined and priced in an easy way with the following steps:

1. First of all, determine which number and type of built-in elements meet your requirements, and define the desi-
red body height.

In the corresponding tables, you will find information on the grid widths and body depths required to continue the 
price calculation. For easier orientation, the different body depths are colour coded:

body depth 660 mm body depth 760 mm

Please always take note of the depth to be used in order to ensure correct pricing.

Naturally, built-in elements that relate to different body depths can also be combined. In the process, the refrige-
rated body with the gre- atest depth must be selected. 
2. Add up the grid widths of the built-in elements as well as any required insulated covers if applicable, and select 
the next-largest refrige- rated body from the table.

refrigerated body built-in elements for refrigerated body

GN 1/1 GN 2/1

GN 2/1-Across

BK 400 x 600

BK-Across 600 x 400

The following steps are optional, depending on your requirements.

3. In the next step, the finished refrigerated body is supplemented with a compressor or installation compartment 
either on the left or right. On the same page in each case, you will find the related refrigeration units for self-conta-
ined designs, which are selected in accordance with the length of the refrigerated body, or control elements for a 
remote refrigeration connection.

compressor 
compartment

refrigeration 
unit

installation 
compartment

expansion valve, 
controller installed

expansion valve, installation 
pipelines lead out  
from left or right

4. Furthermore, you have the possibility to add the complete product range of non-refrigerated cabinets to your 
refrigeration appliance at will.

5. To complete the refrigeration appliance, you can still add adjustable feet, plinths or casters as well as counter-
tops.
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